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 These slides depict the overall results and responses from 
the survey polling working group members about their 
thoughts and opinions coming out of the Discovery Phase 
(16 responses out of 18 members)

 Questions 1 – 12 are reported through bar charts that 
show the distribution across the group regarding the level 
of agreement/disagreement with each statement.

 For open-ended questions 13-15, write-in responses were 
both summarized and themed for conciseness, and are 
also provided in raw data for those who are interested.

 We do not plan on walking through these at the meeting 
(but will have copies for folks to reference), so please 
briefly review before tonight if able. 



1.  Neighborhood Conservation (NC) Projects take significantly 
longer to complete than other comparable, Non-NC projects 
of similar scope and scale.
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2. Some people believe NC Projects take a long time to be 
completed from conception to construction. The primary 
factor influencing this perception is the length of time 
projects are in the queue while waiting to be advanced to be 
funded.
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3. NC projects cost significantly more to design, engineer and 
build than other comparable, Non-NC projects of similar 
scope and scale.
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4. The apparent factors (increasing labor costs, more stringent 
regulations, greater need for project management/oversight) that 
have been increasing costs for NC projects over the past 10 to 15 
years are generally different from the factors that are also leading 
to more expensive, comparable Non-NC projects.
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5. NC Projects are concentrated disproportionately in just a few 
areas of the County.
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6. NC Projects are distributed in a manner that has resulted in 
relatively few projects in areas of greatest need (based on 
demographic and socioeconomic indicators).
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7. Where NC Projects struggle and face challenges, they struggle for 
reasons that are distinctly different from the reasons why other 
comparable, Non-NC county projects tend to struggle.
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8. NC projects don’t typically align with overall County priorities.
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9. Only neighborhoods with active, engaged civic associations get 
projects through the NC process.
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10. The civic engagement component of the NC Program has 
performed well over the life of the program as it relates to NC Plans 
and NC Projects.
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11. The NC Program provides value to the County beyond the 
component of NC Project delivery.
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12. The Neighborhood Conservation Advisory Committee (NCAC) is 
a group that can be leveraged to benefit the County in ways that go 
beyond the planning and implementation of NC Projects.
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13. Overall, what were your top 3 to 5 takeaways from the 
Discovery phase meetings of the NC program review?
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Summarized Comment Instances

Generally, NC projects (and level of investment) appear to be widely distributed across the 
County, not just clustered in privileged neighborhoods (though patterns may emerge when 
looking at particular data).

IIIII  IIIII I

Generally, that costs of the NC projects do not significantly differ from Non-NC 
projects/programs.

IIIII  III

NC projects don’t typically take more time than Non-NC projects to deliver (once a project gets 
out of the queue).

IIII

The NC program has been very effective at civic engagement and consensus building 
Countywide , and has multiple benefits to the County outside the realm of capital projects.

IIII

It’s valuable for Arlington County to have programs for implementing capital improvements that 
both are top-down (County initiated based on plans/policies/need) and bottoms-up (NC 
program projects that emerge from desires/needs of individual neighborhoods), and the NCAC 
is a good way to surface needs across the County.

II

NC (and non-NC) projects have appear to, over time, be subject to evolving regulatory 
requirements and/or need to address failing/undersized infrastructure that results in high 
project costs and larger than anticipated scope. 

II

NC projects aren’t typically integrated with County needs and priorities. II

The civic engagement that NC requires probably benefits neighborhoods with people that have 
time on nights/weekends to organize/participate, and disadvantages communities with multi-
family homes and cultural differences.

II



13. Overall, what were your top 3 to 5 takeaways from the 
Discovery phase meetings of the NC program review?

16

Summarized Comment Instances

Project costs in part escalate over time and the NC process can, but does not always, result in 
delays non-NC projects are not subject to.

I

Laws/policies from Arlington's past that protected racial segregation continue to perpetuate 
barriers to community conditions needed for optimal health and well-being.

I

NC projects and Non-NC projects have closely aligned implementation processes. I

The administration, purpose, and relevancy of the NCAC as well as its community 
representatives qualifications to administer the program/funds.

I

While undertaken with different approaches, both NC and Non-NC capital projects involve a 
significant degree of civic engagement in a projects’ life cycle from start to finish.

I

Perceived problems with NC program (as implied in charge from County Manager) are not 
supported by the facts.

I

It appears much easier for a single resident (or smaller number of residents) to kill an NC 
project compared to other programs or non-NC projects, even when such projects would have 
great benefit to the entire community.

I



14. What were you most surprised to learn from the information 
shared and discussed to date?
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Exact Responses

 There seemed to be a broad consensus regarding the NC program and its long-term value to the community.

 I was surprised that some people think the major problem with the program is a need for more programs in 
historically minority neighborhoods. That would call for an expansion of the program, not a contraction of its 
funding!

 NC bond amounts have remained static or gone down while other program bonds have increased - all while 
project costs have escalated significantly.

 I don't think I was too surprised by anything. The information was presented well.

 Coming from the standpoint of being closer to NC than some of the other evaluation team members, there 
were no real big surprises.

 That NC projects are not more expensive or lengthy than other projects in other programs.

 Never having been through the NC project process from conception to completion, the level of coordination 
between the NCAC and an array of County departments and functions that occurs during the NC project 
process, thereby ensuring quality control and consistency with County objectives.

 How successful this program has been over the past decades!



14. What were you most surprised to learn from the information 
shared and discussed to date?
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Exact Responses (continued)

 I was surprised at the relatively even distribution of projects between north and south Arlington. It's 
challenging to determine the best single metric to determine what is equitable (dollar amount, number of 
projects, type of projects, etc.) but there don't appear to be glaring discrepancies based on geographic 
location or other demographic data. A deeper dive into the needs of multifamily neighborhoods and those 
that don't participate in the NC Program would be worthwhile.

 A few things I was surprised to learn: -While not necessarily surprising that areas with greater percentage of 
multi-family housing have a lower share of NC projects, it was surprising that the R-B Corridor toward 
Pershing Drive appeared to have more projects for similar share of occupancy as along Columbia Pike. -I was 
also surprised to learn of the sheer number of approved projects in queue. Expectation setting appears to be 
a problem. -Lastly, I was surprised at how old some of the approved NC Plans are.

 Higher number of projects occurring in primarily single family areas. 

 NC projects do not cost more than other similar non-NC projects.

 That there are still a relatively high number of locations in the county without curb-and-gutter.

 Several civic associations that border McLean have chosen not to participate 



14. What were you most surprised to learn from the information 
shared and discussed to date?
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Exact Responses (continued)

 There appears to be a high level of trust and rapport between NCAC Program members (being represented at 
this review committee) and County Staff. From the surface, this relationship appears to be critical to the 
program in attracting and maintaining longstanding dedicated community oriented members with valuable, 
intimate and historical knowledge of their communities.

 Learning more about the NC scoring/points system for how NC projects can get selected for moving forward 
as an approved/active project was insightful, especially in how the points system does not necessarily take 
into consideration many objective factors that might otherwise help direct public investments for 
infrastructure improvements. Also surprised to learn the many different programs the County administers to 
implement projects, or parts of projects, that may be similar in scope to the types of improvements delivered 
with NC projects. 



15. Given the questions above, please specify what additional 
information would help you formulate a more strongly held opinion 
about any of these questions.
Summarized comments

20

 A better understanding of the County's growing storm water infrastructure upgrade needs and the NC 
program.

 Additional information on NC Plans and the role of NCAC representatives. Use of plans by civic associations? 
use of plans by the county? how and why are they created? are there precedents for this type of committee 
and civic association representation in other jurisdictions (if so, differences/similarities)?

 Regarding question 3, more data on a random sample of comparable non-NC projects concerning total 
project costs, hard costs and soft costs as a percentage of total costs, and cost increases incurred by such 
projects during the design through completion process, including unforeseen below the street costs.

 Not enough information/discussion regarding civic engagement-related question

 Question 2 - I would like to know how many more projects could be launched if additional budget dollars 
were allocated. For example, if the current budget were increased by $5M, $10M or $15M, what projects 
already in the queue could be launched for each increased budget amount, and how long would it take to 
complete them.

 It might be interesting to have reviewed a couple case studies, from planning and inception to approval and 
engagement to construction and completion.

 I would like to know more about the origin of the points system for NC projects and whether there was any 
attempt to align the points system with County values

 More discovery is needed to consider the existing community conditions (and lack) with respect to the 
distribution of projects. With the recent adoption of the County's Equity Resolution, this added lens should 
be integrated into our discovery by asking 4 questions and/or listing what is needed to ask these questions: 
Who benefits? Who is burdened? Who is Missing? and How do we know?



APPENDIX
QUESTION 13 – RAW DATA/RESPONSES
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Overall, what were your top 3 to 5 takeaways from the Discovery phase meetings 
of the NC program review?

1. It is difficult to equate capital projects developed under the NC program with those handled centrally by DES and DPR in Courthouse Plaza. It's like comparing 
apples and oranges -- at least both are fruits, but they differ in so many ways. NC projects reflect the desires of the particular neighborhoods that propose and 
support them. However, it is common for such local projects to become "enhanced" with additional capital improvement elements added by Courthouse Plaza 
that the neighborhood did not specifically ask for. This greatly increases the cost of the project, and most of the additional money needed is drawn from the NC 
bond funds. Many/Most of the capital improvement projects originally developed directly by DES and DPR are focused on the broader needs of the Arlington 
community as a whole and not the specific neighborhoods(s) directly impacted by the proposed "improvements". The affected neighborhoods are often much 
less satisfied with the work to be done and often feel that their desires/needs have not been given appropriate weight by County officials before a final 
decision to construct is made. The NC program projects are based on a visible inclusive approach to community buy in. Those developed by DES and DPR in 
some cases are based (in many neighborhoods' views) on an adversarial approach. It's valuable for Arlington to have both options for capital improvement 
projects. 2. Though the NC program has a storied history within the community and can attest to a long list of projects developed which have benefited the 
neighborhoods involved, the mission of the program has over time shifted from the "simpler" curb, gutter and sidewalks that were the mainstay of the 
program in its early years. There has been a lot of program "creep" for decades that has added additional cost elements to each new project and thereby 
added to the total cost of each project. Arlington is well overdue in doing a top-down review of the program to recognize these changes in program and 
deciding whether some of the items added to projects in recent years should be funded by other departments or other funding sources. The habit of charging 
most of these extra item costs to the NC program has created a false sense of program bloat. That short-term expediency from year to year has unintentionally 
damaged the public reputation of the program. 3. There is a tendency on the part of Arlington County to fund NC projects that are "perfect" projects. For 
example: a particular neighborhood working through the NC program proposes to have curb, gutter and sidewalk added to a particular street in the 
neighborhood. (Practically speaking the neighborhood's project may ultimately only be a block long due to the ultimate project cost.) By the time the project is 
voted on by the NCAC and sent to the County Board for funding, it may have added to it upgrades to the storm water piping system under the roadway, 
upgrades to sanitary supply lines and fresh water lines under the street, curb nubs, and a total repaving of the street. Staff in DES in particular seem to take the 
approach that if something like curb, gutter and sidewalk are to be added to the street, why shouldn't we also upgrade at the same time many other capital 
features primarily under the street that have aged over time. Thus what results is a perfect street -- at a high cost to the NC program. Few of these add-on 
items are paid for by other funding sources within the County. Thus the public perception of "fiscal bloat". There should be an in-depth discussion of to what 
degree the NC projects should reflect the original upgrade request of the neighborhood rather than the total street ROW retreatment that comes down from 
DES. If County management overall prefers the "perfect street" result, then the funding for all this additional infrastructure addition should be provided by 
different program pots of money, not by the core NC funds. 

I appreciate understanding that the costs of NC projects do NOT significantly differ from non-NC programs. This is central to debunking the general criticism of 
the program. Second, it appears that the projects are widely distributed across the County, not just clustered in privileged neighborhoods. 
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Overall, what were your top 3 to 5 takeaways from the Discovery phase meetings 
of the NC program review?

NC projects and DES projects have closely aligned implementation processes NC projects are well distributed across the County NC isn't broken

The large scope and high cost of NC Projects. The lack of integration of NC projects with county needs and priorities. The administration, purpose, and 
relevancy of the NCAC as well as its community representatives qualifications to administer the program/funds.

NC Projects do not take more time than other county projects to deliver. NC Projects do not cost more than other county projects. NC has been very effective 
at civic engagement and consensus building. NC has been very good at the geographic distribution of projects in the county. The program has multiple benefits 
to the county outside the realm of projects.

n/a
1. The generally high level of participation of neighborhoods throughout the County in the NC program, particularly those neighborhoods that are not the most 
affluent, and the wide distribution of NC projects both by cost and number throughout the County. 2. The strong correlation between the County's recent 
focus on public engagement in non-NC projects and the the amount of public engagement that routinely takes place in NC projects. 3. NC projects are no more 
costly than comparable non-NC projects and, in fact, may have lower design costs as a percentage of total project costs.

1. Overall, that the NC vs. non-NC projects were substantially similar in terms of rising costs over time 2. A significant number of projects have come 
successfully through the process, resulting in improved neighborhoods 3. The civic engagement that NC requires probably results in projects being brought by 
people in neighborhoods who have time to spend on nights and weekends (probably not communities with multi-family homes and immigrants who don't 
understand our community processes or have a good command of English).

1. Perceived "problems" with the NC program (as implied in the charge from the County Manager) are not supported by the facts we reviewed during the 
Discovery phase. 2. Information presented by county staff was thorough and objective. Staff expertise and commitment were impressive. 3. Some task force 
members have strong opinions about the NC Program (both pro and con) and they tend to be the most vocal during meetings. This poll is a good way to get a 
more accurate overall gauge of the task force's conclusions from the Discovery phase. 4. We haven't heard from the non-participating Civic Associations 
themselves about why they don't participate in the NC Program. We have heard a variety of opinions from task force members about why this might be the 
case, but it would be very helpful to hear from people who live in those areas. 5. We need to better understand what kinds of improvements are valued by 
multifamily neighborhoods compared to single family detached neighborhoods. Again, hearing from people who live in primarily multifamily neighborhoods 
would be helpful.
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Overall, what were your top 3 to 5 takeaways from the Discovery phase meetings 
of the NC program review?

1. It does not appear that escalating project costs necessarily have anything to do with the type of project and project details (scope/engineering) compared to 
comparable non-NC projects. However, project costs in part escalate over time and the NC process can, but does not always, result in delays non-NC projects 
are not subject to. 2. There does not appear to be a discernible pattern to the distribution of NC projects based on a variety of factors (i.e., income, race), 
though depending on which data set or time frame being used, patterns may emerge. 3. Civic engagement generally and civic association engagement 
specifically are key factors in the distribution and success of NC projects; more and better effort is needed to engage certain civic associations that are not well 
represented by the NC program/NC projects. 4. It seems unclear how much if any link or connection there is between the approved NC Plans and types of NC 
projects with broader County planning goals (complete streets, smart growth, etc.). 5. It appears much easier for a single resident (or smaller number of 
residents) to kill an NC project compared to other programs or non-NC projects, even when such projects would have great benefit to the entire community.

Fairly equal distribution of NC funded projects around the County. NC Projects do not cost more than similar non NC funded projects. NC is a valuable program 
that encourages and promotes community engagement.

NC projects do not cost more than other similar non-NC projects. NC projects do not take longer than other similar non-NC projects. NC projects are fairly 
evenly distributed geographically across the County.

The data are still difficult to parse out, especially in a way that dispositively rebuts or supports the criticisms and concerns that have been leveled. I'm not sure 
how to fix that.

Geographic spread of projects is reasonable, escalating costs are similar across the County, NCAC process is a good way to surface needs across the County

1-There appears to be a high level of engagement and persistence by Civic Associations to reach/survey their neighborhoods. However, wait times are 
extremely long (up to 10 years) and unpredictable due to interfering County wide priorities or changes in State and Federal mandates/requirements. 2-Despite 
the presentation and review of seemingly exhaustive amounts of data, I could find no apparent evidence of perceived structural bias to suggest an unfair or 
unequal distribution of resources or number of projects to favor North vs. South; single family vs mixed commercial/residential; etc. 3-It is clear that the 
laws/policies from Arlington's past that protected racial segregation continue to perpetuate barriers to community conditions needed for optimal health and 
well-being. 

1. NC projects have been/are being completed across much of the lower residential areas of the County, regardless of location north/south of Arlington 
Boulevard. 2. All things considered, NC projects do not appear to be meaningfully more expensive to complete when compared with like Non-NC projects, and 
that it may be the manner in which the program/project is administered in comparison to others that make leave that impression with some folks. 3. When 
resources are made available (staffing, funding to hire contractors, etc.), NC projects don't appear to take longer to complete than other like Non-NC Projects. 
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